


Protecting the environment 
Never before has there been such widespread concern over the care 
and protection of the environment around us. Whether it's the 
impact of a new by-pass, the preservation of natural habitats for 
endangered species, or the effects of global warming, such issues 
are assuming an ever-increasing importance. 

New agencies have been established to monitor and protect 
different aspects of the environment. And many other organisations, 
such as public authorities, and even commercial companies, are now 
having to give greater weight to environmental considerations 
throughout their planning and development processes. 

But how do you assess the impact of new developments on the 
environment? Or even the impact of existing assets and facilities? 
How do you collect and combine large volumes of data, of different 
types, from many sources? And how do you make predictions from 
that data, so that decisions can be made - and be seen to be made -
which minimise any detrimental effects? 

The other side of the coin 
In some cases, companies planning new developments face the 
opposite problem - how to assess the effects of the environment on 
these developments. Take the telecommunications industry, for 
example. 

The last few years have seen rapid growth in the provision and use 
of radio-based telecommunication services - services such as radio 
paging, and cellular mobile telephones. 

But with increasing competition in this market, such popularity 
creates new problems for the providers of these services. To be 
competitive, they must achieve maximum geographical coverage, at 
a minimum cost. But geographical coverage is highly dependent on 
the exact nature of the terrain, and predicting it at the planning 
stage is far from easy. 

Introducing Horizon ... 
Horizon is a powerfu13-dimensional geographic information system 
(GIS), designed from the outset specifically to address the issues of 
environmental monitoring, management and protection. 

But with the additional specialised application packages, Horizon 
can also be applied to a number of specific complex terrain-related 
problems, such as telecommunications network analysis . 

Horizon incorporates an extensive and comprehensive set of GIS 
facilities. These cover storage and retrieval of geographic and 
associated information, maintenance and analysis of the database 
contents, and output of information to printers and plotters. 

But on top of these, Horizon offers powerful terrain modelling and 
analysis, and exceptional graphical display capabilities. And it is 
these, combined with the 'standard' GIS capabilities, which make 
Horizon so uniquely suited to these complex and demanding 
problems. 

A unique approach to environmental analysis 



"I'll put a girdle round the earth in forty minutes " 

Wiflimn Shakespeare, Midsummer Nigllt:'I Dream. 
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"applicable to the widest range of environmental issues ... " 

" 
" 
" 

.. 

There is probably no organisation with a wider range of 
requirements than the UK's Natural Environment Research Council 
(NERC), and its diverse set of member institutes. 

NERC has installed Horizon in eight institutes, including the British 
Antarctic Survey, the Institute for Terrestrial Ecology and the 
Institute of Hydrology. 

Within these, Horizon is applied to issues ranging from the mapping 
and potential development of Antarctica, to the monitoring and 
preservation of the habitats of many animal and bird species. 

"powerful modelling and analysis capabilities ... " 
The Scottish Office Directorate of Telecommunications, as licensing 
authority for Scotland, were faced with the classic problem of 
ensuring that the already cluttered radio spectrum was used 
effectively and efficiently. 

They chose Horizon together with the Telecommunications 
Analysis option. This special purpose application package provides 
sophisticated modelling capabilities for radio propagation. This 
allows detailed assessment of network coverage for various network 
configurations, enabling the optimal one to be identified. 

"submit plans with greater confidence ... " 
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Plans for new developments are meeting ever increasing resistance 
from the public and local lobby groups. This was clearly in mind 
when Anthony Walker & Partners, a firm of planning consultants, 
were employed to advise a major retailer on the siting of a new 
supermarket. 

They turned to Horizon, with its ability to assess and analyse the 
impact on the environment. This includes the ability, for example, to 
map the area within which the new development will be visible. 

This not only helps to identify the most suitable site, and provide 
the necessary evidence, but also those who are likely to be affected, 
and to what extent. 
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Fully-featured GIS 
Horizon provides a complete and fully integrated set of GIS facilities 
for the maintenance and analysis of a geographic database - all 
presented in an easy-ta-understand manner through the industry
standard OSF/Motif user interface. 

Data can be gathered from diverse sources, including scanned and 
digitised map data, satellite images and other databases of relevant 
information, and combined in a single integrated system. And the 
use of standard relational database systems allows flexible access for 
the purposes of queries and statistical analysis. 

Horizon combines powerful database search facilit ies with extensive 
display and output options, including the ability to show vector and 
raster map data, simultaneously. So you can produce high-quality 
information, for reports or presentations, in a timely and cost
effective fashion. 

And with its extensive toolbox of customisation features, Horizon 
can be a powerful tool for any organisation involved in the 
monitoring or management of dispersed assets and resources . 

... with an added dimension 
But the key to addressing the special issues associated with the 
environment, and analysing complex radio propagation problems, is 
Horizon's ability to handle 3-dimensional geographic data -
otherwise known as digital terrain models (or DTMs). 

Horizon offers a range of facilities for the visualisation and analysis 
of DTMs, allowing you to assess the effects on the environment of 
many types of influence, from natural phenomena to man-made 
developments. Intervisibility maps let you see the area within which 
a feature is visible. Slope and aspect maps let you analyse the 
surface of the terrain, while the cross-section display facility enables 
line-of-sight questions to be answered. 

Horizon's solid modelling facilities offer a further level of analytical 
capability. These allow the generation of detailed and realistic 
perspective views of the ter rain, and the features within it. These 
can incorporate various atmospheric and lighting conditions, with 
full control over the observation point and the position of light 
sources. 

The power of prediction 
Problems related to the environment are some of the toughest we 
have to face. In many cases, there may be only one opportunity to 
take action. In others, fail ing to act, or taking the wrong action, may 
cause irretrievable damage, potentially on a massive scale. 

In these circumstances, it is crucial that planners and decision 
makers have access to the best forecasts and predictions, based on 
as much relevant data as possible. 

By enabling you to draw together diverse data from many sources, 
simulate different scenarios, and assess their effects, Horizon offers 
exactly that - the power to predict. 

Horizon - when you can't afford to get it wrong 



Laser-Scan - the company 

Laser-Scan has worked with digital 
mapping and imaging systems 
technology for over 20 years, developing 
and producing data capture products 
and geographic information systems 
(GIS), backed up by a comprehensive 
range of SUPP01t services. 

A clear recognition of the varied and 
specialised nature of applications in 
this area, has led to a development 
philosophy which aims to provide the 
right solutions to real problems. 

The evidence is in our customer base, 
which ranges from government 
departments and national agencies, to 
commercial organisations and service 
companies, spread throughout Europe, 
and the rest of the world. 

Ordering Information 

GS810 HORIZON Datum 
GS820 HORIZON Relief 
GS830 HORIZON View 

HORIZON 

Function Datum Relief View 

Integrated vector/raster map display • • • 
Continuous map database • • • 
Gazetteer • • • 
Cartographic quality output • • • 

Integral Relational database (via SQL) • • • 
Graphic attribute display • • • 
Buffer zone generation • • • 
Menu·driven database query • • • 
Report generation • • • 
PostScript@ plotter interface • • • 

Industry standard menus • • • 
User tailorable menu • • • 
User authorisation control • • • 

Powerful range of map update facilities • • • 
Database update and modification • • • 
UK NTF input/output format conversion • • • 
Interface to Altek digitiser • • • 

Polygon creation • • 
Land parcel generation • • 
Polygon overlay • • 
Link-node data structuring • • 

Slope map generation • • 
Aspect map generation • • 
Intervisibility map generation • • 
Contouring of DTMs • • 
Cross sections • • 
Hill shading • • 

Perspective views (solid modelling) • 
- 3D vector overlay • 
- Control of atmospheric effects • 
- Control of light sources • 
- Image draping • 

Options 
Advanced gazetteer • • • 
Terrain model generation • • • 
Ingres® RDBMS interface • • • 
Oracle® RDBMS interface • • • 
Additional interfaces to plotters • • • 
Additional input/output formats • • • 
Additional interfaces to digitisers • • • 
Network analysis (routing, zones) • • 
Telecomms analysis • • 

Ingres is ~ trademark of Ingres Corporation 
Oracle IS a trademark uf Orade Curpomtion 
PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Corporation 

Laser-Scan Limited 
Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4FY, UK 

Tel: +44 (0)223 420414 Fax: +44 (0)223 420044 
Telex: 817346 LSL CAM G 


